
Finally – A High School Wrestling Series 

Lots of great high school wrestling stories have been released over the years.  Yet, all seem to be 

focused on that single climax; that Louden Swain / Brian Shute standoff that gets locked in our 

memories forever and carries with it a single question – “What happened next?” 

How many high school wrestling novels or movies have spawned a sequel which takes its characters 

back to the mat?  Prior to this season, the answer was “None.” 

TO BE THE BEST was published in 2008 and quickly gained a following among wrestlers and non-

wrestlers alike due to its compelling action on the mat, realistic characters with equally intriguing lives 

outside the wrestling room, and gripping ending.  Seventeen-years in the making, the series added its 

second installment in late 2011 with the release of REMATCH which Intermat.com calls, “even more 

appealing than the original, with surprising plot developments that will keep readers turning 

the pages to see what happens next.” 

At its heart, the story is about two brothers, Ron and Nick Castle, and their shared dream of 

becoming state wrestling champions.  While Ron has the natural gifts which propel him to 

the state title match as a Sophomore, younger brother Nick lacks God-given tools and has 

to make up for them with an incredible work ethic. 

“It was evident early on that there was too much story there for a single book,” says author 

H. L. Hertel.  “Even with the success the Castle brothers had achieved through book one, 

there were more precarious positions to put them in and more obstacles to overcome on 

their journeys.” 

Those challenges, both on and off the mat, are both compelling and realistic, leading 

TheOpenMat.com to comment, “Hertel does an excellent job of capturing the essence of 

what our sport is about and how our sport is more about overcoming obstacles than 

anything else.” 

Even non-readers have gotten hooked.  The first book’s five-star Amazon rating includes a 

review by a wrestling mom whose fifteen-year-old hates reading but could not put the book 

down.  It also includes a review from a reader who had not read a book in twenty-five years 

but finished TO BE THE BEST in a single four-hour sitting. 

With the success of the first two books, Hertel also disclosed in a recent interview on the On 

The Mat radio show (see http://www.themat.tv/sections/podcasts/onthemat/) that he has 

started a third book to make it a trilogy. 

As the wrestling season grinds to a close, it’s reassuring to know that time on the mat can 

be extended with some inspirational reading to keep us going during the off-season. 

More information about the TO BE THE BEST series, reviews and a free download are 

available at www.hhcastle-mac.com. 
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